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anita blake as a character can be all over the place at times, but as someone who has read all 25 books i get it. in life we all grow, no matter good or bad. we all are conflicted about something that we are doing in life. if you would have made it further into the
series she starts to go back a little to her old self but not quite. she grows. she even admits that there isnt enough of her for everyone. my favorite character is definitely shelly desai the most endearing heroine i have ever read about. her emotionality and ability to
respond to the agonizing and sorrowful situations anita and company find themselves in is just amazing. also, her loyalty to her friends is the best aspect of the series. from the delightful ever after, to the intriguing murder games, to the shocking anita is a vamp,
anita blake was a story about a young woman searching for love, adventure, and herself. hamilton succeeded in conveying this idea and i am happy that she left me with a smile on my face each time i closed the book. the rest of the world is a nice addition to the
anita blake series but i found the direction in which the novels were heading a bit distracting at times. such as deviating from anitas main theme of fighting and slaying vampires to becoming a stoner teen and dating another vamp. from the mindless zombie-like
creatures to the main villainia starting off as a movie star trying to cash in on the world of the undead. oh, and her worst fear being turned into one of them. a fun little read but not the best in the anita blake series.
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i was so unhappy with parts of this series, and just unsure of why! this helped to point out many of the things that have gone so wrong with such a promising series. i am wondering about dolphs character because she bases so much of the books on her personal
life, and issues, is he her representation of how she truly feels about anita lately, and just cant bring herself to admit it i say this because he developed a deep hatred for anita fairly quickly with little explanation. i know hes upset because she is dating the

monsters, but still. i feel like i went from one book where they had a good relationship, and the next he hated her with a depth that was disturbing. did i just miss the signs or was this unexpected for anyone else i wrote the story, shutdown, an original anita blake
story during a very different government shutdown under president obama. i wanted to give my fans something positive during a very negative event, and here we are again just its president trump now. im tired of all the politics and how they seem to care more

about being right, then about doing what is right. to all the government employees and the contract workers that are being so deeply impacted by this shutdown my heart goes out. i know you guys are missing bill payments by now. it seems like there are no more
grownups left in washington d. c. to take care of business, or to take care of the people of this country. i dont even know what else to say, except here for free it is as an epub or a mobi file for kindle, while this current and far too lengthy government shutdown

continues is a story for you all to read. if this keeps up i might have to write you another story, maybe shutdown 2, or something brand new. 5ec8ef588b
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